Providing over four hundred cross-referenced dictionary entries, a comprehensive reference includes expanded coverage of figures in Asia and Africa and new developments as the "Holiness Manifesto."
**Guatemalan Vigilantism and the Global (Re)Production of Collective Violence** - Garcia Weston - 2009-10-15
This book provides an understanding of lynching as an increasingly globalised phenomenon through an examination of two cases in Guatemala. The chapters cover issues of migration, tourism, gangs, inter-generational conflict, media, gossip, and rumor to understand national and global patterns of mob-based vigilantism and how diverse factors are funnelled into unequal acts of violence. Garcia Weston critically engages with the discussion of Guatemalan lynching as a form of post-conflict violence alongside other less direct chains of causation. Lynching has complex, tangled causations based in contestations regarding ideas and provision of justice. Underlying social problems and similarities in the way lynching spreads through talk and media make them relatively anticipatable in certain contexts and suggest possible spaces for change shaped by their vicissitudes and economic realities in the Khmer era—the prospects for real reform in Iran within the existing system of rule are weakened by vigilante activism. The strategic use of vigilantes to frustrate reform also raises important policy issues for the U.S. government. The United States, Dr. Rubin argues should not tolerate a shell game in which vigilantes--sponsored by those in power—carry out hostile actions for which the regime then conveniently denies responsibility. If the Iranian president cannot effectively suppress the vigilante groups, then he may be too weak a figure to implement meaningful changes in foreign or domestic policy. Understanding the threat these vigilante groups pose can only improve America's ability to formulate effective policy toward Iran. This valuable Policy Paper, incredibly rich in detail, brings vital scholarship to bear on that understanding.

**Vigilante!** - Michael Rubin - 2001

**The Excluded** - Michael Rubin - 2001
The political system in the Middle Eastern realm of the Islamic Republic of Iran stands out as one of the most peculiar. There, the formal government—parliament, president, and other official governing components—is paralleled by more powerful religious institutions that shape regime policy. But a third universe of politics, and to many, nameless and faceless one, also exists in Iran. It is the universe of informal politics, the vigilante groups that operate outside the formal structure of the government. This book illuminates the role of the vigilante groups in supporting the Islamic regime by investigating the growth, nature, and impact of vigilante groups in Iran. In this Washington Institute Policy Paper, Michael Rubin presents an incisive and comprehensive survey of Iran's vigilantes, or "pressure groups," along with an exploration of the deep roots these groups have in modern Iranian history. Drawing on both a wide array of Persian language sources and his own research in the Islamic Republic, Dr. Rubin concludes that--despite the inevitability of political violence--the vigilante groups are a potential source of political stability in Iran. They are another face of political violence, not an alternative to meaningful changes in foreign or domestic policy. The vigilante groups pose great challenges to the Iranian regime, which may be too weak a figure to implement meaningful changes in foreign or domestic policy. Understanding the threat these vigilante groups pose can only improve America's ability to formulate effective policy toward Iran. This valuable Policy Paper, incredibly rich in detail, brings vital scholarship to bear on that understanding.

**Forgotten Tales of Alabama** - Kelly Kazek - 2010-09-29
Alabama tales that have existed only in rumor, legend and lore are uncovered in this volume of strange, funny, far-fetched, unique and gripping stories from Muscle Shoals to Mobile. From Muscle Shoals to Montgomery to Mobile, there's just no place quite like Alabama. Take a journey off the beaten path through the Cotton State with author Kelly Kazek as she uncover the stories that make Alabama one of a kind. Kaek, a longtime Alabama resident, unusual tales that have existed only in rumor, anecdote, legend and lore. This collection is packed with little-known stories of strange sites, like the world's largest Nehi bottle; curious critters, like the first monkey in space; and colorful characters, such as the outlaw Tom Clark. Whether funny, far-fetched, gripping or grisly, Forgotten Tales of Alabama is filled with stories you won't soon forget.}
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Article abstracts and reviews of dissertations and scholarly articles covering the United States and Canada.
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**Texas Tales - Myra Hargrove McBrain - 2011-15**
These tales trace the Texas story, from Cabeza de Vaca who trekked hards across the county recording the first accounts of Indian life, to impersaries like Stephen F. Austin who brought settlers into Mexican Texas. There are visionsaries like Padre Jose Nicolas Ball, the Simpson family, and Sam Houston, who tried and failed to develop Pedro Island into the wonderland that it is today. There are legendary characters like Sally Skull who five husbands and may have killed thousands. Others like Tad Barrett who lived for two years to tall, was scalped and killed with little fame. But they are not the only ones who have left their mark. With stories of first monkey in space; and colorful characters, such as the outlaw Tom Clark. Whether funny, far-fetched, gripping or grisly, Forgotten Tales of Alabama is filled with stories you won't soon forget.
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Haunted - Chuck Palahniuk - 2005-05-03
Haunted is a novel made up of twenty-three horrifying, hilarious, and stomach-churning stories. They’re told by people who have answered an ad for a writer’s retreat and unwittingly joined a “Survivor”-like scenario where the host withholds heat, power, and food. As the storytellers grow more desperate, their tales become more extreme, and they ruthlessly plot to make themselves the hero of the reality show that will surely be made from their plight. This is one of the most disturbing and outrageous books you’ll ever read, one that could only come from the mind of Chuck Palahniuk.
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